**Release notes Duplex R3L Tx 3.06**

**Tx Firmware for the Duplex R3L EX receivers V3.06**

Described firmware for the Duplex R3L receivers allows you to use the receiver as a full-featured and standalone Tx module. The firmware is compatible with the “EN 300 328 v1.8.1” standard.

With this update you will be able to simply use a **wireless Teacher/Student** function (“buddy box”) together with any third-party transmitters. You only need to supply the R3L with power and PPM signal through the **trainer** port of the student’s transmitter. After that, you should switch the DC/DS transmitter to the “Teacher” mode and bind in a usual way.

The behavior of the R3L receiver in the transmit mode is completely identical to the Duplex Tx modules.

Connectors wiring when using Tx Firmware:

- Port 1 – PPM input
- Port 2 – optionally configurable
- Port 3 – possibility to connect a tone generator (piezoelement)
- Port 4 (Ext) – possibility to connect the JETIBOX